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Spring forward with fabulous new products designed with 
custom builders and remodelers in mind.  The bath is at 
the top of most homeowers’ wish list for elegant upgrades. 
Here are a few of our favorites that are on trend and have a 
timeless appeal. 

FRESH FLAIR 
BainUtra’s Tulipa celebrates Spring with its floral-inspired 
silhouette. Stylish metal feet give root and definition at 
the base of the tub, which flows upward to bloom into 
an exceptionally elegant design.  As part of the brand’s 
popular VIBE™ Collection, Tulipa evokes a sense of calm 
and retreat, a luxurious oasis in an urban world where 
bathers can focus on wellness and relaxation. Measuring 
60” x 33” x 25”, this distinctive tub is crafted of incredibly 
durable acrylic and comes in a glossy white finish. The 
distinctive metal feet, along with integrated waste and 
overflow, are available in a choice of six finishes.   

SPACE SAVING STYLE 
QTOO has introduced an eye-catching trio of wall-
mounted faucets that brings a hip modern aesthetic to the 
bath. Crafted from marine-grade stainless steel this new 
series of wall-mounted faucets are visually pleasing and 
impressively practical. All three designs feature a fixed 
spout, built-in aerator, and an eco-friendly water flow rate 
of up to 1.3 gpm. Options for spout projections include 
4.5 inch, 7.4 inch and 9.84 inch. Clean lines and gentle 
curves give each faucet an elegant, minimalist style that 
works well in a wide variety of bath decors. The faucets are 
available in matte or polished finishes and are fully lead-
free compliant.   

CHIC SHIMMER 
Ruvati adds a touch of glamour to the bathroom with 
their Pietra vessel sink in rose gold. The 20” x 16” hand-
finished basin rests on top of the vanity to properly show 
off its embellished exteriors done in beautiful metallic 
toned texture. The look is elegant and refined, the perfect 
artistic touch for a luxury-minded… master bath or a 
show-stopping powder room. In addition to rose gold, the 
Pietra Collection includes a choice of gold, gold mosaic 
and silver exteriors paired with a glossy white interior, or 
a striking silver exterior with a dramatic black interior. All 
the sinks are crafted of thick porcelain ceramic for amazing 
durability with a smooth enamel interior finish that is 
resistant to scratches, chips or cracks. 

BATHS IN BLOOM
A round-up of this seasons  

must-have upgrades for the bath

For more information visit  
www.bainultra.com
www.qtoobath.com 

www.ruvati.com




